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Tests were made to determine tilebest way to land
the SB2C-1 airplane In calm and rough water and to deter-
mine its probable ditching performar.ce. A l\8-size
dynamically similar model of the SB2C-1 airplane was
ditched in Langley tank no. 2 and in calm and rough
water at the outdoor catapult. The behavior of the model m
was determined by making visual observations by rscordfmg
the maximum longitudinal decelerations and by taking
motion pictures of the ditchings.

The following conclusions were drawn from”the
results of the tests:

1. The airplane should be ditched In a normal tall-
down landing attitude (thrust line at 15°) with the
flaps half down.

2. Ih rough water, ditchings should be made along
the wave crests when feasible. If a strong cross wind
exists, it may be necessary to land across the waves ancl,
in such a case, an attempt should be made to have the
tall of the airplane touch the windward side of a wave.

3. If the bomb-bay doors do not fail, skipping will
probably occur, but if the boriiib-baydoors do fail, an
event which probably will occur in the full-scale airplane,
a dive may result.
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.
4. If one wing tip dig~ into the water, a violent

turn may result.

5. The arresting gear hook
in ditching.

6. A slight improvement in
obtained when the tail wheel is

should not be extended

the ditching behavior is
retracted.

Tests were conducted in the Langley tsnk no. 2 and
on an outdoor catapult in order to determine the best
way to land the SB2C-1 airplane in calm and rough water
and to determine its probable ditching behavior. These
tests were requested by the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department, on July 2, 1943.

PROCWYURE

Description of model.- A l/8-size dynamic model of
the S-, shown in ~igure 1, was used in the tests.
The type of’construction used in building the model was
s~milar to that descr~’~edin reference 10 The model had
a winfispan of 6.2 feet and cn over-all len@h of
4.57 feet. The scale weight of the model was determined
from the following relationship:

We@ht of model = Weight of ~full-scaleairplane

x (scale of model)3

In order to obtain scale strength flaps, an aluminum
bracket was attached to each flap at its midspan and
another bracket was attached to the wing directly In
front of the bracket on each flap, The arrangement of
these brackets is shown in figure 2. StrL~ was fastened
around the brackets In such a manner as to hold the flaps
in position, When the scale load which would cause
failure of the f.La?S on the airplane (5@5 lbj’sqft,
given in a lottar from the Curtiss-Wright !30rporation)
was applied to the flaps, the string of known strength
would break allowing the flaps to retract.

—. ..— _— --
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Test Methods and Equipment

Tank tests.- When the model had been statically
balanced, t was attached to the aerodynamic gear that
Is located at.the rear of the towing carriage In
Langley tank no. 2. The aerodynamic gear permits the
model to roll, yaw, or pttoh without restraint (fig. 3).
With the model supported at the.center of gravity the
model was towed through the air at.the various scale
speeds at whioh it was to be dltohed. These speeds
were obtained by using F&oude~s Law of Sjmllitude,

Speed of model = Speed of full-scale airplane

x ~scale of model

Movable tabs were adjusted to balance the model aero-
dynamically in roll and yaw. The elevator settings
required to trti the model In pitch for each of the
attitudes and conditions of simulated damage were
determined.

The aerodynamic gear was replaced by the launching
gear which 1s arranged so that the model can be set at
various attitudes and heights above the water. After
the elevators on the model were adjusted for the condl-
tlon to be tested, the model was attached to tbs
launching gear as shown In figure J. When the model was
to be ditched, the towj.ngoarriage was run at a constant
speed and the model was released from the front and rear
suspension hooks simultaneously. The model glided Into
the water at approximately the attitude at which it was
released. Each ditching ocourred at about the same
location in the tank.

Two observers at the ditching station determined
the length of run and noted the behavior of the model.
A photographer took 16-mi.llimetermotion pictures,qt
approximately 64 frames per seco~ of all the,ditchings.
The attitude of the model at contact with the water and
its vertical speed were determined for a f’ewrepresenta-
tive ditchings by measurements from the motion pictures.
.

Maxinnm longitudinal decelerations and time-history
records of the decelerations were obtained with small
accelerometers that were placed in the model as close to
the pllo~fs cockpit as possible.

I I’__
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With the launching gear at the rear of
oarrlage, it was found that the alr flow is

Ml?No. L5L07

the t&hg
such that It

gives the effect of a sllght head wind. Since no power
is provided in the models, the aerodynamic lift at speeds
corresponding to power-on landings tends to be less than
the correct value. With the model located at the rear
of the carriage, some of the lift increment that would
result from the use of Dower Is obtained. This addi-
tional lift probably enables a more accurate simulation
of power-on landings with the model. However, in the
tank, at speeds corresponding to power-off lsndlngs,
the lift from the aerodynamic surfaces of the SB2C-lmodel
tended to be too great at speeds above )+6.7feet per
second (78.2 knots full scale). Spoilers as shown In
figure 5 were added to the wings for the tests at speeds
above this value to reduce the lift to the proper amount.

When the flaps were deflected, the elevator control
of tie model was insufficient to cause the model to
maintain the desired attitudes, so an auxiliary elevator
surface made of l\16-tich aluminum was mounted on the
rudder as shown in figure 6. ->

Catapult tests.- The test methods used at the outdoor
catapult are given in reference 1.

Test Conditions

(All values giVen refer to the fill-scale airplane.)

Gross weight.- The gross weights of the air lane
used in the tests were: maximum overload, 15,7 & pounds;
normal gross load, 13,060 pounds; scout condition, less
entire expendable load, 11,090 pounds.

Location of center of gravlt~.- A center-of-gravity
position of 50 2 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord
and 1.2 inches-below the thrust ltie was used in the
tests.

Attitude of thrust line.- Three attitudes were used
8° medium attitude, andin the tests:- near stall,

2° approximate attitude at cruising speed.
..

all o~
ear.- The landing gear was retracted In
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Flaps.- The flap settings Used in th”etests were:
full up, half down (300), and full down (600).

Landing speed.- The landing speeds pay vary con-
siderably, dependinS on the conditions Of wind, power#
flaps, and attitude. A range of landing speeds covering
a reasonable variation In wind, power, and flap setting
was used. (See table I.) The catapult tests were made
at the normal-weight power-off condition only. The
sneeds were ccmmuted from data furnished by the CurtlssJ-
?@ht Corporation and are given in “the”fOilowing
table:

ttitude of
hrust line

15 8 2
Flaps

Full up W.3 knots 113 knots
97 “m 13O“mph

i
0.4 knots ;~.5—hots

Full down
104.3 knots

1 mph mph 120 mph

Conditions of simulated d .- ~om inspection of
ed that the bomb-

sight doors will collapse upon contact with the wate~,
for these doors fold Inward at the center and can be
moved upward by pushing hard with onels hand. It was
therefore assumed that the bomb-sight doors would fall
in every ditching. The following are the conditions
of simulated damage used In the tests:

(a) Bomb-sight doors removed (fig. T(a)).

(b) Bomb-sl@t doors and bomb-lever doors removed
(fig. T(b)).

(~) Bomb-sight doors, bomb-lever doors, and bomb-
bay doors removed (fig. 7(c)).

As the ditching behavior in the tank for damage
conditions(a) and (b) was practically identical, only
conditions (a) afi (c) were tested at the outdoor
catapult.

I -. .-—. .—. . . .— - -——____ ---
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Tail wheel .- In some mrsions of “theSE2C-1 airplane
the tail wheel is retractable. The tail wheel and the
falring of the oleo gear were placed on the model as
shown in figures 2 and 8 to represent the “iersionwith a
nonretractable tail wheel. Retraction of the tail wheel
was sjmulated by removjng this unit. Tank tests were made
both with and withcut tie tail wheel attached. Catapult
tests were made orilywith the tail wheel attached.

Condition of’seaway.-

(a) Calm water in the tank and at the catapult -

(b) Wave crests parallel to the flight path; height

approximately 1* feet to 2 feet, wave length approxi-

mately 30 to 40 feet

(c) Wave crests perpendicular to the flight path;

height approximately l+ feet to k feet, wave.length

approximately 20 to 80 feet

Ditching-aid devices.-

(a) Regulation arresting hook for the SB2C-1

(b) Hydrofoil arresting hook, figure 9

RESULTS AND DISCIESION

Swmmries of the results of the tests are presented
in tables I to V.

The symbols used In defining the ditching behavior
of a model are as follows:

b deep run - model travels through the water
partially submerged exhibiting a tendency to
dive, although the attitude of the model is
nearly level

dl violent dive - a dive in which the wings are sub-
merged and the angle between the water surface
and the fuselage reference line is between 15°
and 900
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d2 slight dive - a dfve in
submerged ccznpletely

h

P

a

which the wtngs are not
and the angle betWeen the

water 5urface and the fuselage referenee 1-
“’ Is 15° or less “

smooth run - a run In which there is no apparent
osolllatZon about any axis during which the
model settles Into the water as the forward
velocity deoreases

porpoising - an undulating motion about the
transverse axis In which some part of the model
is always In contact with the water surface

skipping - an undulating motion about the transverse
axis in which the m@el clears the water surface
completely - in general, the motion is more
severe than porpolsing and greater damage
would probably occur

t sharp turn - a violent an@lar motion about a
vertical axis, generally caused by one wing
tip dlggl~ tnto the water

Moat of the violent divss listed in the tables were
vertical dives. Vertical dives are considered especially
hazardous because of the probability that the airplane
may overturn and trap the occupants.

h the tank when the model dived the maximum decelera-
tion ranged from kg to 8g. When the model did not dim
the m~lmum deceleration ranged from 0.9g to 2.5g
(table I). n accord with the Laws of Similitude the
decelerations would be the same for the actual airplane.
No decelerations were measured In the catapult tests.

.

Photogra&a showing the characteristic behawlor are”
shown in figures 10 through 13. Figures 14.and 15 givs
typloal tirn-ehistories of longitudinal decelerations.

Effect of Flaps

h the tank tests, lowering the flaps to the full- ~
down position caused the model to dive consistently while
lowering the flaps to the half-down posttion caused an
occasional diw. (See table I and fig. 10.) In these

— —
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tests the flaps rarely failed. Ih the oatapult tests
lowerlng the flaps did not generally cause the model to
diva (table II) because at least one flap always failed
and both flaps failed In 80 percent of the tests. The
more frequent flap failure In tests at the catapult may
be due to higher Impact loads. Higher loads might be
caused by the rougher water surface (ripples occurred
even in calm water) or by the slightly higher mrtical
velocities found In the catapult tests.

From the test results It ml.v~tbe expected that in
ditching the full-scale airplane at a low sinking speed
in smooth water, the flap structure might be bent in
such a way as to obtain a stress just below the yield
point oi’tha flap structure, thereby producing a diving
moment. m rough water the probability of a dive due to
this moment is minimized because the Impact loads are
severe enough to either shut or tear away the flaps
before they have had very much effect on the attitude
of the airplane.

It appaars likely that the flaps ,canbe lowered
half down without causing a dive but,with flaps full
down, tie probability that diving will occur Is
increased. If ditchln~s are made with flaps up, the
landing speeds will be so high that very severe damage
may be expected. These considerations indicate that
this airplane should be ditched with tie flaps half down.

Effect of Attitude

Table I shows that,for the condition of least
damage, decelerations tended to decrease slightly with
decreasing attitude. At the worst damage condition,
however, decelerations increased substantially as the
attitude was decreased.

Since danage is generally expected to ge greater
than that simulated in ‘&e condition of’least damage,
a near-stall landing should generally cause less
deceleration than a low attitude ditching.

Effect of Vieight

The general behavior of the model did not vary
much with change in gross weiGht and the effects of

.L
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gross weight on decelerations were inconsistent. (See
tables 1, 111, and IV.) StiC8 tb ~atits show *at a
reduction in weight does not tend to cause any increase
in tiolence of behavior, ditchings made at the ll~test
gross weight obtainable should be the safest because
of tie aocctmpanylngdecrease In landing speed; as a
result of the lower landing speed less dsmage may be
expected.

Effect of a

b the course of the

Win&LOW Landing

tests a number of landinm
were Inadvertently made in which the wings were no~
laterally level. When the wing tip dug into the water,
the model usually made a violent t-urncoming to a
sudden stop as shown in figure 12(a). If the wing that .
was low made contact with the water all along Its
undersurface, the model usually rode the waves or made
a skidding turn.

Skipping and porpoising usually occurred In both
the tank and catapult tests when the bomb-sight doors
were removed (tables I and II). Tank tests showed that
the removal of the bomb-lever doors in addition to tie
bomb-sight doors, had little effect on the perfonmnce.
Removal of the bomb-bay doors In addition to the bomb- .
sight and bomb-lever”doors caused the model to behave
more violently. lh the tank tests, dives occurred
fairly regularly an~ althou@ dives were obtained only
occasionally in the catapult tests, a tendency to dive
was shown by deep runs.

When the model was ditched at speeds above
104.3 hots, with the bomb-bay doors, bomb-lever doors,
and bomb-sight doors removed, the water forces on the
bottom of the model were frequently large enough to”tear
out about one-thtrd of the bottom of the fuselage aft
of the bomb bay.

Effect of Tall Wheel

Tables I and III show Inconsistent
the rqmoval of the tail wheel. However,

ef’fectsdue to
studies of the

.s
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motion piotures taken
the motions tended to

MR lib.L5L07 .

during the testis,Indloate that
be somewhat more violent when

the tall-wheel unit was on than when it was off.

Eff’eotof Ditohtng Aids

In general, the tests showed that the ditching
behavior was more violent with the regular arresting
hmk extended. (Compare tables I and V.) The decelera-
tions wero inoreased by about 0.5g to 2.Og and the length
of’run shortened. When it was found that no improvement
in the dltohing performance was obtained with a repylar
arresting hoo7k,tests were made with the lower portion
of the hook replaoed by a hydrofoil, shown in figure ~.
The hydrofoil was made as large as Gould be fitted Iilto

the arresting-hook tunnel and no atteqt was made to
shape It so that it would be practicable for plclctng
up thq arresting-gear oable for It seemed desirable to
evaluate the possible improvement that could be obtained
before entering into suoh a design problem An improve-
nmnt in the ditching behavior at the l~” attitude, flaps
up (with simulated damage of the bomb-stght doors, bomb-
lever doors, and bomb-bay doors) was obtained with thl.s
hgdrofoil arresting hook. This change in behavior was .
from violent dives to sklpplng or porpoising. The
length of run was also increased., The ditching behavior
for the 80 and 20 attitudes was not changed appreolably.

. .

~ wave height obtained for a @ ven wind velocity
at the oatapult is smaller than the wave het~t obtained
in the open sea for the same velooity. Consequently,
in ditchings, the wave heights are lower than they
should be to correspond to the ground speeds at which the
model lands. It Is possible then that the d.itching
behavior obtained at the oatapult, In rough water, maY be
sommhat optimistic.

When ditched psmllel to the wave crests, the model
generally skipped or porpoised (table 11 and fig. 13(a)).
When the model was ditoheclaoross”the waves, sldpping was
predominant although some smooth runs were obtained when
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the model touched the water surface in the trough of a
wave. A dlm resulted when the tail of the model hlt
the leeward side of a Wave near the crest. ..

Since dlvlng 1s suoh a severe motion, the airplane
should ~enerallv be dltohed rmrallel to the waves to ‘
reduce ‘tieposs~blllty of a &ive ooourring; however, If “
a strong cross wind exists, it may not be feasible to
ditch parallel to the waves. (See referenoe2.)

CONCLUSIONS

IWom results of
the SB2C-1 airplane,
drawn:

1. The airplane
down landing attitude (thrust line at 15°) with flaps
half down.

,

the tests of a l/8-size model of
the followlng conclusions were

should be dltohed in a normal tail-

2. m rough water, ditchings should be made along
the wave crests when feasible. If a strong cross wind
exists, it may be neoessary to land across the waves
and, in suoh a case, an attempt should be made to have
the tall of the airplane touch the windward side of a
wave.

3. If the banb-bay doors do not fail, skipping will
probably occur but if the bomb-bay doors do fail, an
event which probably will occur In the full-scale airplane,
a dive may result.

4..If one wing tip digs into the water, a violent
turn may result.

5. The arresting-gear hook should not be extended
In ditching.

.
.

. ..— .— A
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6. A slight improvement b the ditmhlng behavior
Is obtained -n the tall wheel Is retraoted. ‘

Langley Memorial Aeronautl~al LRborato~
National Mvlso~ Committee f’or Aeronautlos

Langley Fields Vu
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TABLE 1.- SKJXL!ARY OF THE NESCLTS OF TANK DI’IVHIMITESTS OF A l/&SIZE MODEL

OF ‘IHESE2C-1 AIRPLANE WITH TRE TAIL-WHEEL UNIT ATTACHEO

~All mlues are fdl male; gross weight, 13,060 pounds]

(1)Columnheadingsaroexplainedas follows:

Max. - Maxlmtmdeceleration,glvuninmultiplesof theaccelerationd gravity
Run - Length of run, gimn k multiple8of thelengthof theairplane
Remarks- Notationsnudtrthisheadinghavethefollowlngmetilng:

dl - dlvod,rlolently
h - rm smoothly .
P - porpolaod
s - skipped

NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONl!ITTSZFOR AERONAUTICS
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Damage
condltlon

Bomb-3ight
door

removed

Bomb-sight
doorg, bomb.
lever.doors,
bomb lever
doors remon

T~E II.-SUNMARY CF RESULTS CF CATAPULT PITCHING TESTS OF A l/8-SIZE

CF THE S’32C-1AIRPLANE

[
All values are full scale; gross weight, 13,060 pound~

1 I I I

MODEL

ittltude
of thrus
line
(deg)

I II calm I AIOnR the wavescrestslACrOSS the.navescrestd

“ *
8

2

15

Fu1l Up I llz.s

=+=

Full down 83.5

Full down 104.5

Full Up 84.3

Full down 70.4

0 -14
-1ss,p,b

p,h 15- 1:!

-+--t--

8

2

Full UV I 112.9I

1Notationsused are Identlfledasfollows:
b - ran deeply
d~ - dived,violently
d2 - dived,slightly
h - ran smoothly
P“- porpolsed
s- sklpped
t- turned sharply

x

Wave Wind wave
he1ght lRemarks range heIght
(In.) (knots) (in.]

16-24 s,p,h 16-48

16-24 s,h,t 16-48

8-16 s 3 -.36 8-16

16-24 s 8-16

16-24 s 8=

16 p,b 16-24

16-24 p 16-48

=F%14-401=i
1

16-241 S,t t b

2Divecausedby the tailof themodelhlttlngthe leewardsideof a Wave near the creatp

3One flapfailed.

NATIONALADVISORY
COMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS

JlRemarks

3-
s,h,2d

a,h

s,?

a,p

h, ‘d

h, d2

-Q--l

z
o
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TAELE III.- StfMNARYOY THE RESULTS C? TANSCITCHING TRSTS CF A l/8-SISE MODEJ OP THE

SB2C-1 AIRPLANEMITEOUT THE TAIL-WESR ORIT ATTAC~

(1) Column headings are explained as follows:
. - M=l~ deceleration,given In multiples of the ~ccaler*tlOnof .sravltY.

:$ - Lengi21of”run, given In multiples of the length of the U rplane.
Remarks - N@atlonn under thfs Beadlng have the followingmeenhg:

d~ - dfved, violently
h - ran smoothly
P - porpolsed
s - skipped

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTBE FOR AFROl!AUTICS
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TABLEnf.+mmw o~m R3SDLTSCF DITCHINGTESTSOF A l/8-SIZEMODELCF T~ sB2c-1AIRPLANE

AT TU71GROSSWEIGRTS, 11,090POUNDSAND 15,704POUNDS

[Al, t’duL3S
1

are full scale

(1)Columdheadlngsareexplainedas follows:
Max. - Maximum deceleration,glv(,n in multiplesof accelerationofgravity.
Run- Lengthofrun,giveninmultiplenof thelength of the airplane.
Remarks- Notationsunderthisheading have the followingmeenlng:

dl - dived,violently
d2 - dived, slightly
P - porpoiaed
s - skipped

(2)Damage:
1-R - bomb-sightdoorremoved,tallwheelretracted

- bomb-sightdoorremaved,tallvheelextended
;::- bomb-si&tdoor,temb-leverdoor,bomb-bay
2-E - bomb-sightdoor,bomb-leverdoor,bomb-bay

doors removed, tell wheel retracted
doorsremoved, tailwheelextended

NATIONALADVISORY
COMMITTE’!?’FORAERONAUTICS
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TABLE .V.- SUMMARY @F THE RESULTS OF TANK TESTS OF A 1/8-SIZ??MODELOF THE SB2C-1AIRPLANE

(TAIL-WH~ UNIT ATTAcH~) WITHTHE REGULARAND A MODIFIEDARRESTINGHOOK

~11 valuesare fullscale;grossweight,13,060pounds]

(1)Columnheadingsare explainedas follows:
Max. - Maximum deceleration,plvenin multiplesof the accelerationof gravity.
Run - Lengthof run,givenin multiplesof the lengthof the airplane.
Remarks- Notationsunder thisheadinghave the followingmeaning:

dl - dived,violently
P - poryolsed
s- sklp?ed

z
0

NATIONALADVISORY
COMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS



(a) Side view.

Figure l.- Photograph showinga 118-sizeditching
model of the Navy SB2C-1 airplane.
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(b) Front view.

Figure 1.- Concluded.
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Figure 2.- Arrangement for tests with scale-strength fla~s.
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Figure 3.- Photograph of a ditching model attached to the
aerodynamic gear that replaces the launching gear at
the rear of the towing carriage.
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Figure 4,- Photograph of a ditching model attached
to the launching gear at the rear of the towing

carriage.
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Figure 6.- AuxUlaWelewdmr. NATIONAL ADVISORY
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(a) Simulated damage of the bomb-sight doors.
o
.

Figure 7.- Photograph of the model showing the damage conditions used in the tests.
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(b) Simulated damage of the bomb-sight doors
and bomb-lever doors.

Figure 7.- Continued.
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(c) Simulated damage of the bomb-sight doors,
bomb-lever doors, and bor.b-bay doors.

Figure 7.- Concluded.
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?igam 8.- TA1-w&iel installation.
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?igure 9.- Modified arrestinghook with hydrofoil.
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(a) Flaps full up.
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Figure 10.- Photographs at 0.53-second intervals, full-scale, of ditchings of a l/8-size -1

model of the SB2C-1 airplane. Attitude of thrust line, 15° at contact; bomb-sight ,—
doors removed: speed 78.2 knots, full-scale.
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(b) Flaps full down at scale strength.

Figure 10. - Concluded.
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(a) Flaps full up; time interval between photographs, 0.354 second, full-scale. 2
0
.

Figure 11,- Photographs of ditchings of a l/8-size model of the SB2C-1 airplane. Atti-
tude of thrust line, la at contact; bomb-sight doors; bomb-lever doors; and bomb-

r
:

bay doors removed; speed 78,2 knots, full-scale. o
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(b)

.

Flaps full down at scale strength; time interval between photographs, 1.061 seconds,
full-scale.

Figure, 11.- Concluded,
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5
(a) Wing-low landings across the waves; wave height ap~roximately 2 feet, full-scale; z

time interval between photographs, 0.212 second, full’-scale, o
.

Figure 12.- Photographs of ditchings of a l/8-size model of the SB2C-1 airplane. Atti- &
tude of thrust line, 15° at contact: flaps full down scale strength; bomb-bay doors, ~
bomb-lever doors, and bomb-sight doors removed: speed 70.4 knots, full-scale. ,2
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o(b) Landing across the wave crests; wave height approximately 4 feet, full-scale: “

time interval between photographs,. 0.189 second, full-scale. r

Figure 12.- Concluded. F
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‘Figilre 13. - Photographs at 0.212-second intervals, full-scale, of a ditching of a z

l/8-size model of the SB2C-1 landing along the wave crests. Attitude of thrust !2
line, 15° at contact; flaps full up: bomb-sight door removed; speed 84.3 knots) .

0

full-scale: wave height approximately 2 feet, full-scale. r
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